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About this report
The UK meat industry employs
around 97,000 people and is worth an
estimated £8.2 billion a year to the
UK, including about £1.6 billion in
exports.

This report examines the impact of the
first three months of trading with the
EU as a third country.

Introduction

The British meat industry has felt the impact of Brexit
more than most. This is because our export system was
never designed to cope with the next day, just-in-time food
supply chain that we built up over the last 30 years with our
nearest neighbour.

Additional Costs

£90-120 million
The estimated additional cost to the UK meat industry
per year to trade with the EU.
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T

his Brexit impact report seeks to differentiate
between ‘teething problems’ and systemic problems
that could result in a permanent loss of certain types of
trade with the EU.
Temporary teething problems have resulted from a
mixture of simple mistakes made on both sides and
differences in interpretation of the new rules. As people
get more familiar with the certification requirements
and EU and UK guidance becomes more closely aligned,
these problems should, in theory, lessen. However, there
is still urgent work that needs to be done by Government
to align that guidance.
The systemic problems pose a bigger challenge, and
some are simply not fixable like the 60-100% increase in
certification costs for each export consignment which is
costing the industry an estimated £90-120 million a year.
These include the costs for customs declarations,
customs agents, freight forwarders and additional
veterinary inspections, and are rendering certain exports
un-viable. However, the headline figure doesn’t take into
consideration the extra ‘hidden’ costs from higher freight
insurance, extra administrative staff and higher haulage
charges to compensate for longer delays.
Unfortunately for British companies, the changes that
could improve the system are complex and lengthy.
During the time it will take to implement these changes
companies will continue to lose trade with EU customers.
Some will simply cut back on production; a few will cease
to trade at all. Either way, UK GDP and employment will
be reduced.
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When the new system is in place, companies will then
need to start building that trade back up again. However,
the additional and inescapable costs of exporting as a
third country will make British firms less competitive in
the European market so some of that trade may never
come back.
Nor will it be possible to replace that lost trade by
sending product to markets further afield. The nature of
the fast-moving, high-value chilled fresh food trade we
have with Europe cannot be replicated with countries
that are not on our doorstep.
There is also a looming problem for Britain’s food
imports. At the moment, the UK Government has
suspended all border checks on food coming into
the country so we don’t experience shortages in
supermarkets.
This has had two undesirable effects. It represents a
worrying lapse in food security and opens the door to
food fraudsters and potentially to diseases like African
Swine Fever. It also makes EU food imports much more
competitive than UK exports because of much lower
overhead costs. At some point we must start imposing
the same sanitary and phytosanitary checks on food
coming into the UK as are being done on the food we
export to the EU.
We would like this document to form the basis of a
comprehensive discussion and ultimate overhaul of the
current export certification system so it supports future
trade with our nearest and biggest trading partner.
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Key Issues & Recomendations

British companies who are dealing with the new issues on the
ground are best placed to offer constructive solutions; but these
solutions need support and investment from Government to
build a new system that is fit for purpose.

Industry Feedback

Company 1
Less than 40% of pre-Brexit norm with
at least 50% of EU exports permanently
lost.

We highlight three major areas for consideration.

1. Inspection & certification

2. Electronic documentation

3. Veterinary agreement with the EU

The current UK export certification system relies on a
small pool of fully qualified vets to inspect and signoff all products of animal origin leaving UK shores.
This applies equally to whole lamb carcases or to a
consignment of hawaiian pizzas. There are simply
not enough vets to process the volume of checks and
paperwork needed to maintain the export volumes we’ve
been used to.

It is almost inconceivable that in 2021 one of the world’s
most sophisticated just-in-time fresh food supply chains
is effectively having to regress back to the 1970s. The
UK’s export certification system, which we must now
use to trade with our EU customers, dates back several
decades and involves a mountain of printed forms,
painstakingly stamped and signed multiple times by a
fully trained veterinary surgeon. It is archaic and simply
not fit for purpose.

UK companies moving goods within the EU have always
done so under a common set of rules. Since 1 January we
still have to follow those rules but must now go through
complex certifying and checking proceedures to prove it.

We have had numerous reports from members that the
Animal and Plant Health Agency (APHA) who are the
issuing authority for Export Health Certificates (EHCs)
are already struggling to keep up with demand. This
is causing lengthy delays despite trade volumes being
around 50% of normal. A recent Freedom of Information
request from a UK newspaper revealed that APHA were
only processing 250 EHCs a day. If trade with the EU is
to get back to normal levels, that number should be up
around 1000 per day.

Recomendation

Company 3

We should pursue a closer veterinary equivalency
agreement with the EU and one option would be similar
to the agreement the EU has with New Zealand. While
this would help, it would still not remove the need for
checks or export health certification.

 0% of pre-Brexit trade. Still waiting to
5
see how much will be permanently lost
due to delays and higher prices.

Here in the UK, we have a privatised and expensive
veterinary industry for whose scarce services meat
companies are now having to bid against each other.
More vets are now needed to do more checks, which
has pushed up the cost of production and made British
companies less competitive.
It is also worth mentioning that, rightly or wrongly, many
of our prospective trading partners including the US are
quite uncomfortable with a certification system that
relies on a commercial relationship with private certifiers
instead of an arms-length, Government appointed
certifying authority.

Recomendation
We can learn from other countries whose systems are
much more flexible and which provide appropriate
checks at each stage of the supply chain by a variety
of Government employed veterinarians and other
auxiliaries trained to perform different levels of checks.
These countries, for example The Netherlands, Germany
and Denmark, are able to provide certification services
very efficiently and cost-effectively.
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Recomendation
An integrated, end-to-end electronic tracing and
certification system that employs technology already in
existence would go a long way to easing the time delays,
mistakes and confusion that currently hamper the
existing paper-based system.
UK competent authorities need to work with their
EU counterparts to ensure that any new electronic
traceability and certification system integrates across
the different systems to ensure a smooth, end-to-end
service. They also need to agree on consistent guidance
in all countries, so everyone is applying the same
interpretation of the rules. BMPA and its members stand
ready to consult with Government on this.

An agreement that the UK and EU were part of a
common veterinary area, or at least that our standards
were equivalent could completely remove the need for
veterinary measures and checks at borders.

Another option is the arrangement between Switzerland
and the EU which removes the need for checks and EHCs
through the establishment of a Common Veterinary Area.
It is based on Switzerland largely following EU rules but
without being legally bound to do so. It’s a process the
Swiss call ‘autonomous adaptation’, which is managed
through a Joint Veterinary Committee and allows for
some flexibility.

Company 2
43% of normal pre-Brexit trade
with 20% permanently lost and another
30-40% which used to go as groupage
now costing around 50% more to sell.

Company 4
24% of pre-Brexit norm. Expecting a
high proportion of export trade to be
permanently lost as predominantly EU
customers (who relied on Groupage) are
now sourcing alternative suppliers.

This is not compulsory regulatory alignment, illustrated
by the fact that Switzerland does not ban the import of
hormone treated beef. This is a divergence from EU rules
but, crucially, not one that compromises animal health
or biosecurity. This means Switzerland can pursue its
own international trade policies.
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Red Tape & Delays
Before: 31 Dec 2020
Meat Co wants to send some
pork chops to Paris.

01. The haulier loads the
pork chops onto a truck
along with a consignment
note (CMR).

Moving Pork Chops to Paris

The reality of exporting meat from the UK to the EU from 01 January 2021

 10 mins
 1 document

From: 01 Jan 2021
Meat Co wants to send some
pork chops to Paris. They
require a GB EORI number
and the chop requires a GB
health ID mark.

01. The haulier is an
authorised consignor who
contacts the customer to
arrange for the goods to
arrive at the Port of Calais.
And to let them know their
pork chops are on the way.

02. The customer submits
a Common Health Entry
Document pre-notification
at least one working day in
advance of the pork chops'
arrival.

03. Meat Co applies
online for an Export Health
Certificate (EHC) for the pork
chops. The application is sent
to the nominated Certifying
Officer in preparation for
inspection.

04. The Certifying Officer
receives notification that the
pork chops are waiting to
be sent to the EU and prints
out the EHC and supporting
documents.

05. The Certifying Officer
inspects the pork chops
and confirms that the
EHC requirements and all
details in the application are
correct.

06. The Certifying Officer
stamps and signs the EHC
and gives it to Meat Co.

07. Meat Co sends a
scanned copy of the EHC to
the customer and gives the
original signed EHC to the
haulier.

08. The customer uploads
the scanned and signed EHC
to the EU Trade Control &
Export System (TRACES).

15. The TAD barcode is
scanned at the ferry checkin and the driver is told that
he may need to take the
pork chops to the Border
Control Post (BPC) SIVEP in
Calais for SPS control.

The pork chop
leaves the factory..

 4 to 12 hrs
 20 documents

14. The haulier completes
the 'Check an HGV (C-HGV)'
and after being issued a Kent
Access Permit (KAP), the
pork chops are green routed
to set off for Dover.

13. The haulier recieves
a P2P / departure message
from CHIEF, tellng him
that the export has been
discharged.

12. The haulier holds an
EU EORI number and has
also made the ENS entry into
the French Import Control
System using an EDI / ICS
service within two hours of
the arrival of the ferry.

11. NCTS validates and
sets the TAD and the transit
movement can start. The
MRN is produced and the
paper TAD and MRN is given
to the haulier.

10. The Haulier pre-lodges
an export, safety and security
declaration into CHIEF
generating an EAD. They also
submit a transit declaration
into NCTS and generate the
local reference number (LRN).

19. The pork chops are
now in France..

20. The pork chops
undergo a document
inspection and identity
checks. The chops are
not selected for further
laboratory tests.

21. BCP / SIVEP updates
TRACES NT with the
outcome of the inspection
of the pork chops, however
approval by CA is also
required prior to release.

22. Once the checks are
completed, the customer
emails the CHED issued by
French border control and
the reference of the transit
declaration to the transit
office.

23. The lorry leaves the BCP
/ SIVEP and our pork chops
continue to the delivery
address. The customer
checks NCTS and sees that
the office of transit function
has been completed.

09. The haulier will move
the goods using transit/CTC.
They have a transit guarantee
in place as they are providing
transport on both sides of the
Channel.

16. The number plate of
the lorry is captured and
that data is paired with the
MRN of his TAD. The lorry
and the pork chops then
board the ferry and depart.

17. After departure the
ferry operator sends a
message to SI Brexit. The
DELTA T checks in TRACES
to see if there is a valid EHC
for the pork chops.

18. The pork chops are
selected for SPS control
and the driver is informed
before the ferry docks in
Calais
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The driver follows the signs
for the BCP / SIVEP and
presents the original EHC via
the agents at the port.

The pork chops
arrive in Paris
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Industry Feedback

“

20% of exports lost permanently and the other
30%-40% which used to go as groupage is costing us around
50% more in transport/vet/customs costs.

”

proportion of sales could be considered to be
“losta high
as we are a number of weeks into the post Brexit term
and importers have and will continue to source alternative
suppliers.

”

“We do not know if cost increases will be accepted. This is
having a permanent effect on competitiveness.”

